Winter OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES PACKAGE
December - April 2022/23

Monday
DISCOVERING THE SNOWY WOODS with Mountain Guides
Half-day excursion with the Mountain Guides to learn how to use
snowshoes and try this suggestive experience on the snow among white
landscapes and panoramic views at the feet of val di Fassa Dolomites!
The guides will choose the most spectacular locations considering the
snow conditions, to enjoy the peace that only the mountains can offer.
9.30 - 12.30 am		

max 200 m

Level:			

35€ | Winter Outdoor 25€

10 +
extra

APPROACH TO SKI MOUNTAINEERING with Mountain Guides
Getting to know another aspect of the ski-world! The planned tours are
focused on learning how to use the equipment, improving off-piste ascent
and descent techniques and learning how to use the safety devices. Easy
itineraries with magnificent views and guaranteed fun!
8.30 am - 3.00 pm

max 500 m

Level:			

110€ | Winter Outdoor 10% discount

Tuesday
WHOLE DAY EXCURSION WITH LUNCH BREAK AT THE MOUNTAIN HUT
with Mountain Guides
The itineraries are chosen based on snow and weather conditions and require
an average commitment. Among our favorite areas are the Fedaia Pass, the
Sella Pass, the Pordoi Pass, Gardeccia and Ciampedie, the Monzoni valley,
the San Pellegrino Pass, the Costalunga Pass and many others.
9.30 am - 3.30 pm

max 500 m

Level:			

50€ | Winter Outdoor 35€

12 +
extra

SKI TOUR ON THE DOLOMITI SUPERSKI AREA
with Mountain Guides
Some of our proposals are: Tour of the “Great War”, “Sellaronda tour”,
“Gardena Tour”, “Lagazuoi” with horse-drawn sleigh and many others, with
a lunch break in the most beautiful huts!
8.30 am - 4.00 pm
80€ | Winter Outdoor 45€

Level:			

12 +
extra

Wednesday
FAT E-BIKE EXPERIENCE!
Easy itinerary suitable for everyone thanks to the use of electric fat bikes!
To discover the most beautiful areas of the valley by e-bike on the snow,
always accompanied by a mtb guide.
10.00 am - 1.00 pm

max 500 m

Level:			

12 +

it depends on the number of people | Winter Outdoor 20% discount on wednesdays
SNOWSHOES EVENING EXCURSION AT SUNSET WITH HAPPY HOUR
with Mountain Guides
Easy snowshoe excursion in the wonderful winter landscape. An exciting walk
for everyone, colored by the lights of sunset! After the sun goes down behind
the mountains, we will use the front lights to reach the refuge where a relaxing
aperitif awaits us.
4.00 - 7.00 pm

max 100 m

Level:			

40€ | Winter Outdoor 30€

10 +
extra

Thursday
FREERIDE VAL MEZDI with Mountain Guides
First off-piste experiences through the most famous descent of all the
Dolomites. Starting from Sass Pordoi we will make a short stretch with skins or
on foot to reach the Boè Refuge and the large 6km canyon that will take us to
the other side of the Sella group. We will then return with the Sellaronda lifts.
8.30 am - 4.00 pm		

Level:
extra

110€ | 10% discount Winter Outdoor
WHOLE DAY EXCURSION WITH LUNCH BREAK AT THE MOUNTAIN HUT
with Mountain Guides
The itineraries are chosen based on snow and weather conditions and require
an average commitment. Among our favorite areas are the Fedaia Pass, the
Sella Pass, the Pordoi Pass, Gardeccia and Ciampedie, the Monzoni valley,
the San Pellegrino Pass, the Costalunga Pass and many others.
9.30 am - 3.30 pm

max 500 m

Level:			

50€ | Winter Outdoor 35€

12 +
extra

Friday
DISCOVERING THE SNOWY WOODS with Mountain Guides
Half-day excursion with the Mountain Guides to learn how to use
snowshoes and try this suggestive experience on the snow among white
landscapes and panoramic views at the feet of val di Fassa Dolomites!
The guides will choose the most spectacular locations considering the
snow conditions, to enjoy the peace that only the mountains can offer.
9.30 - 12.30 am		

max 200 m

Level:			

35€ | Winter Outdoor 25€

10 anni +
extra

“FAIRY NIGHT” SNOWSHOE EVENING EXCURSION WITH DINNER AT A
MOUNTAIN HUT with Mountain Guides
A unique atmosphere among snow, mountains and darkness of the night.
The “Fairy Night” is now a MUST among our proposals and it is suitable
for all those who want to experience winter in the moonlight. Ascent by
snowmobile/snowcat, suggestive night snowshoe hike with front lights,
typical dinner in a refuge and descent with sled or snowmobile.
about 4.30 - 9.30 pm
80€ | Winter Outdoor 60€

max 200 m

Level:			
all included.

10 +
Drinks extra

Saturday
SELF-RESCUE COURSE: AVALANCHE TRANSCEIVER, SHOVEL AND
PROBE! Essential equipment for those who practice freeride, ski touring or
snowshoeing on off-piste terrain. The Mountain Guides offer a day of snow
safety course to learn how to evaluate routes, snow conditions and how to
prepare for self-rescue on snowy terrain.
9.30 am - 4.00 pm		

Level:

70€ | Winter Outdoor 45€
HALF DAY SNOWSHOE EXCURSION AT PORDOI PASS
with Mountain Guides
At the foot of the Sella and Pordoi massifs. At the end of the snowshoe hike
there will be the possibility to be accompanied to the top of Sass Pordoi.
The cable car will take us to the Terrace of the Dolomites at an altitude of
2950m, from where the 360 ° panorama will leave us breathless.
9.30 - 12.30 am		

max 200 m

Level:			

35€ | Winter Outdoor 25€

10 +
extra

Sunday
APPROACH TO ICE CLIMBING
with Mountain Guides
Test day to learn how to use the equipment and how to do the first easy
ascents on small ice falls.
8.30 am - 3.30 pm		

Level:			

100€ | 10% discount Winter Outdoor
WHOLE DAY EXCURSION WITH LUNCH BREAK AT THE MOUNTAIN HUT
with Mountain Guides
The itineraries are chosen based on snow and weather conditions and require
an average commitment. Among our favorite areas are the Fedaia Pass, the
Sella Pass, the Pordoi Pass, Gardeccia and Ciampedie, the Monzoni valley,
the San Pellegrino Pass, the Costalunga Pass and many others.
9.30 am - 3.30 pm

max 500 m

Level:			

50€ | Winter Outdoor 35€

12 +
extra

Terms of participation
- Booking must be done within 6.00 pm of the day before the activity.
- FREE cancellation within 48 hours of the start of the activity. Loss of the deposit (50%) for cancellations within 24 hours of the activity.
- Program may vary according to weather conditions. In the event of storms or adverse weather, the activities can be postponed or canceled.
- In case of cancellation by the organization, the fee will be totally refunded.
- Trekking boots or shoes suitable for walking on the snow are required for all excursions, better not moon boot.
- The reduced price is guaranteed exclusively to Winter Outdoor facilities’ guests; for these guests snowshoe rental is included in the price.
- Activities are confirmed only with a minimum number of participants that varies for each activity.
- In case of lack of snow, the walking tours will take place anyway but without the use of snowshoes.
ALL ACTIVITIES CAN ALSO BE ORGANIZED PRIVATELY ANY DAY ON REQUEST
More info by scanning the QR codes.

Info & booking
Every day from 9.00 to 12.00 am and from 4.00 to 7.00 pm
at our Sport Check Points
or ONLINE
- Canazei: tel. +39 0462 870997 or whatsapp +39 340 1147382
- Moena: tel. +39 0462 573770

info@fassasport.com - www.fassasport.com

